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We used event-related potentials to investigate how aging affects local contextual processing. Local context was defined as the occurrence of a short predictive series of visual stimuli before delivery of a target event. Stimuli were presented to either the left or right visual field and consisted of 15% targets (downward facing triangle) and 85% of equal numbers of three types of standards (triangles facing left, upwards and right). Recording blocks consisted of targets preceded by either randomized sequences of standards or by sequences including a three-standard predictive sequence signaling the occurrence of a subsequent target event. Subjects pressed a button in response to targets. Predictive local context affected target detection by reducing the duration of stimulus evaluation compared to detection of non-predictive random targets comparably for both young and older adults, as shown by a P3b latency shift. The peak of an earlier latency context positivity, which was seen only in the predicted compared to the random target condition, was prolonged in the older population compared to young adults. Finally, older subjects elicited a late sustained positivity in the predictive condition, not seen in the younger subjects. Taken together, these findings suggest that local contextual effects on target detection processes are altered with age. ª 2009 Elsevier Srl. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Contextual processing is essential for the performance of cognitive functions (Braver and Barch, 2002; Braver et al., 2005) and enables extraction of relevant environmental information to guide our behavior in facilitating the selection of an appropriate task-specific response. For example, we process local contextual information every time we drive our car and see a traffic light turn from green to yellow to red. Utilizing this sequence of events allows us to choose the appropriate response to hit the brakes and to stop our vehicle. Evidence from neuropsychological, event-related potential (ERP) and neuroimaging studies supports a key role of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) in contextual processing (MacDonald et al., 2000; Barch et al., 2001; Huettel et al., 2005; Barcelo and Knight, 2007) . The central proposition is that information such as 
